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Abstract. The sputtering and reflection properties of wurtzite beryllium oxide
(BeO) subjected to deuterium (D) ions bombardment at 300 K with ion energy
between 10 eV and 200 eV is studied by classical molecular dynamics. Cumulative
irradiations of wurtzite BeO show a D concentration threshold above which an
’unphysical dramatic’ sputtering is observed. From the cumulative irradiations,
simulation cells with different D concentrations are used to run non-cumulative
irradiations at different concentrations. Using a D concentration close to the
experimentally determined saturation concentration (0.12 atomic fraction), the
simulations are able to reproduce accurately the experimental sputtering yield of
BeO materials. The processes driving the sputtering of beryllium (Be) and oxygen
(O) atoms as molecules are subsequently determined. At low irradiation energy,
between 10 eV and 80 eV, swift chemical sputtering is dominant and produces
mostly ODz molecules. At high energy, the sputtered molecules are mostly
BexOy molecules (mainly BeO dimer). Four different processes are associated
to the formation of such molecules: the physical sputtering of BeO dimer, the
delayed swift chemical sputtering not involving D ions and the detachment-
induced sputtering. The physical sputtering of BeO dimer can be delayed if the
sputtering event implies two interactions with the incoming ion (first interaction
in its way in the material, the other in its way out if it is backscattered).
The detachment-induced sputtering is a characteristic feature of the ’dramatic’
sputtering and is mainly observed when the concentration of D is close to the
threshold leading to this sputtering regime.
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1. Introduction

Beryllium (Be) materials have been chosen as materials
for the first wall of current tokamak JET [1, 2]
and the future tokamak ITER [3, 4]. During their
lifetime in the tokamak, Be plasma facing materials
are exposed to plasma (mostly hydrogen isotopes and
mainly deuterium (D) during non-nuclear operations).
Through their interactions with the plasma, the Be
materials can be sputtered which limits the in-vessel
lifetime [5]. Furthermore, the sputtered material will
migrate in the edge plasma and can be redeposited,
leading to the growth of a deposited layer containing a
high amount of fuel particles. From JET experiments,
this co-deposition process is expected to be the main
media for fuel retention in ITER [6, 7]. In addition
to sputtering, D ions can be reflected back to the
plasma. This reflection can affect the overall stability
of the plasma depending on the way these atoms are
reflected. The impact of these different processes on
the plasma operations can be estimated via tokamak-
scale simulations. For instance, the migration of
impurities in the edge plasma is simulated by ERO [8]
(or its upgrade ERO2.0 [9]) and WALLDYN [10, 11,
12] to estimate the growth and the position in the
tokamak of co-deposited layers. On the other hand,
particle and energy transport codes such as SOLPS [13]
and SOLEDGE2D [14] are used to estimate the
heat and particle fluxes deposited on the plasma
facing materials, which can then be used for divertor
design. Such codes, being at the tokamak scales,
cannot simulate the complex atomic-scale physic and
chemistry happening at the surface of the materials.
This is why, they usually rely on binary collision
approximation (BCA) or molecular dynamics (MD)
inputs. Despite its low computational cost compared
to MD, BCA results are not fully reliable when
chemistry is involved, which is the case with Be
materials [15, 16, 17]. Thus, MD can be a better
method to give physically accurate input data to these
large-scale codes.

Concerning MD data for the interactions between
pure Be and D, different works have already been
carried out [15, 16, 17] and successfully used in
ERO [15, 18]. However, pure Be is easy to oxidize
and a beryllium oxide (BeO) layer is expected to
form on top of plasma facing components. Such a
layer has indeed been observed in JET samples by
Raman spectroscopy [19] and large concentration of

oxygen (O) atoms is observed in post-mortem analysis
of Be co-deposited layers on the JET divertor [7].
Therefore, the sputtering and reflection properties of
BeO irradiated by D are also needed to complete
the picture of the plasma/wall interactions for Be
materials. To that end, MD simulations have been
carried out that simulate the irradiation of wurtzite
BeO by D ions at 300 K. The present paper reports
the results of these simulations, focusing on the
sputtering and reflection yields. Particular care has
been devoted to the study of the chemical products of
sputtering/reflection events.

2. Method

The irradiation of Beryllium Oxide (BeO) is modelled
using classical MD. This atomistic scale technique
has the suitable time scale to study bond breaking
and formation, that can happen when a material
is irradiated with energetic incident particles. The
simulations presented here have been performed using
the MD code PARCAS [20]. The snapshot and
trajectories of the MD simulation results presented
here are done using the OVITO software [21].

2.1. Interatomic potentials

To give relevant results, any MD simulations require
accurate interatomic potentials which express the
interaction between each atom of the simulation cell.
The potential formalism used in this study has been
developed by Tersoff [22, 23] and is presented in
Appendix Appendix A. For this study, the Be-Be
and the Be-H potential are taken from [24] (version
II), the H-H potential is taken from [25], the O-O
is taken from [26] and the Be-O is taken from [27].
The parameters of these potentials are presented in
the appendix Appendix A (table A1). To this date,
no O-H potential exist within the formalism used in
this study. Indeed, the O-H interaction can be quite
complex when a large number of water molecules are
considered (especially thanks to hydrogen bonds) and
it usually requires supplementary reactive terms [28].
However, since we are interested in plasma-surface
interaction, we do not expect liquid water to form
on the surface of plasma-facing materials. In this
context, an analytical bond order potential (ABOP)
has been developed within the formalism used for the
other potentials. The parameters of this potential
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as well as the testing properties are presented in
appendix Appendix A. It has been built so that it
describes accurately the O-H dimer bond calculated by
density functional theory (DFT) [28] and the behavior
of H as interstitial in BeO (perfect wurtzite) calculated
by DFT [29, 30]. Especially, recent DFT calculations
predict the neutral H2 molecules to be the most stable
configuration of interstitial H in BeO [30] which is
well reproduced by the presently used potential (see
table A2 in appendix Appendix A).

2.2. Simulation set-up

The BeO cells used in this study are irradiated with
deuterium (D) ions at different energies at 300 K. Two
types of simulations are carried out:

- Cumulative irradiations: the final state of a
bombardment event is used as the initial frame
of the next irradiation event.

- Non-cumulative irradiations: the initial frame of
a bombardment event is always the same cell.

The cumulative irradiations allow to build up a concen-
tration in the material as it would occur in a material
that is irradiated for a long period of time. However,
because of the time/space limitation of MD, the fluxes
of incident ions are ∝ 1028m−2s−1 which is 7-9 order of
magnitude higher than what is estimated for the ITER
Be first wall [31]. Thus, the concentration of D result-
ing from cumulative irradiations can be unrealistically
high. Non-cumulative irradiations allow to get rid of
the high-flux problem since each irradiation event is
independent from the others. However, such irradia-
tions on pure BeO lack the possibility for the incident
D ions to interact with any D that would be previously
implanted.

BeO crystallizes in the wurtzite (hexagonal sym-
metry) structure under standard conditions. DFT
calculations by Freeman et al. [32, 33] suggests that
wurtzite films, like BeO, terminate with {0001} surface
thanks to graphitic nanofilms as precursors. Further-
more, experiments and simulations suggest that the
growth of an oxide layer on top of Be is limited by the
diffusion of Be through the oxide layer [27, 34]. There-
fore, the topmost atoms are more likely to be oxygen
atoms. Thus, it has been decided to simulate the ir-
radiation of (0001̄)) surface, where the topmost atoms
are O.

The BeO cells used in this study are thus perfect

wurtzite crystal with a 25×24Å
2

rectangular cross sec-
tion in the (x,y) plane elongated in the z direction. The
BeO wurtzite cells are initially relaxed at the desired
temperature for 50 ps with periodic boundary condi-
tions in x,y and z directions. The (0001̄) surface is then
opened in the z direction (the periodic boundary condi-
tion are kept in x and y directions). The irradiation are

done at normal incident ion in the z direction with en-
ergy of 10 eV, 30 eV, 50eV, 80 eV, 140 eV and 200 eV.
To avoid channeling, the incident angle is tilted by 7◦

from the normal incident and the cell thickness in the
z direction is different for different energies. Namely,
above 80 eV, Z=104 Å and below 80 eV, Z=68 Å.

In both cumulative and non-cumulative irradia-
tions, each single bombardment starts by creating a
recoil D ion 20 Å above the surface. Each event lasts 7
ps that is divided into two parts. During the first 5 ps,
the temperature is controlled by using the Berendsen’s
method [35] at the borders and the bottom of the cell.
The two bottom layers are fixed. During the remain-
ing 2 ps, the temperature of all atoms (except the fixed
ones) is quenched to the desired temperature. The irra-
diations are done at 300 K. To simulate a uniform bom-
bardment, for both cumulative and non-cumulative ir-
radiations, the simulation box is randomly shifted over
the periodic boundaries in the x and y directions be-
fore each impact. For the cumulative irradiations, the
incident fluxes are about 2.4 × 1028m−2s−1 and 3000
cumulative impacts are simulated.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion

3.1. Sputtering of Be and O atoms

The sputtering yield of X ∈ {Be + O,Be,O} is called
in the next YX and expresses the number of sputtered
atom per incident ions. As explained in [36], in
cumulative irradiations, after the ith impact, YX is
estimated by dividing the total number of sputtered
X atoms by the number of impacts i. The standard
deviation over all individual bombardments are used to
provide error bars. For the non-cumulative irradiation,
YX is estimated by averaging the number of sputtered
X atoms over incoming D ions. The MD sputtering
yields are compared to experimental data that have
been obtained with oxidized Be samples [37, 38] and
sintered solid BeO [39] at room temperature.

3.1.1. Unphysical dramatic sputtering in cumulative
irradiations. Figure 1 shows snapshots of the BeO
cell with the (0001̄) bombarded at 300 K by 200 eV
D ions after different numbers of cumulative impacts.
Up to 750 impacts, the simulation cell stays compact
even though the cell expands toward the vacuum,
and the implanted zone is amorphized. However,
as the concentration of deuterium grows beneath the
surface, the implanted layer is less and less stable
leading to detachment of the top of the cell. Similar
detachment, called blistering, has also been observed
in MD cumulative irradiation of WC [40] or Fe3C [41].
We note, however, that this process of a layer being
removed after hydrogen irradiation from a smooth
surface has also been observed experimentally for
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Figure 1: Snapshots of the BeO cell with a (0001̄)
surface bombarded at 300 K by 200 eV D ions after,
from the left to the right, 350, 750 and 1150 cumulative
bombardments. The black circles are the Be atoms, the
grey ones are the O atoms and the red ones are the D
atoms.

higher ion energies [42, 43], and is the basis of the
industrial SMARTCUT(TM) process [44]. In these
cases, the blistering is initiated by the accumulation
of D that eventually form a bubble. The detachment
occurs once the pressure is too high and the simulation
is stopped at this point [40]. In the present BeO case,
no clear bubble is formed but still the detachment
of the upper part of the simulation cell is observed.
This detached part disintegrate eventually leading to
an ”unphysical dramatic” sputtering. The detachment
shown in figure 1 is an extreme case, since the layer
detachment requires the implantation depth to be deep
enough (so the ion energy to be high enough). Such
detachment has been observed for 140 eV and 80
eV as well. Despite showing no detachment, 10 eV
and 30 eV cumulative irradiations with 3000 ions also
lead to an ”unphysical dramatic” sputtering. The
sputtering yields in that regime are reported in figure 2.
These values are orders of magnitude higher than the
experimental ones. In addition, above 80 eV, the
sputtering yield is close to 1 (even higher than one

for 200 eV) which is an artifact of the detachment
described in figure 1. It has to be noted that the
dramatic unphysical sputtering come together with
and dramatic unphysical reflection (or re-emission) of
D in several forms (atoms, molecules) as it will be
described in section 3.2. This dramatic sputtering is
clearly an effect caused by the extreme flux limited by
the MD scales.
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Figure 2: Total MD sputtering yields (Be+O) at 300
K obtained after 3000 cumulative impacts and after
a limited amount of impacts defined by the condition
0.25 ≤ cmaxD ≤ 0.30 at.fr.. The MD data are compared
to experimental litterature data:
expa: [37]
expb: [39]
expc: [38]

To investigate the conditions leading to such high
sputtering, the profiles of Be, O and D atoms are
calculated. For the 200 eV irradiation, these profiles
are given on figure 3 after 350, 750 and 1150 impacts.
After 350 impacts, the concentration of Be/O in
the implantation zone (between 0 and 50 Å) stays
equivalent to the concentration of Be/O atoms in the
unimplanted part. After 750 ions, The amount of D has
increased compared to 350 impacts in the implantation
zone. Calling NX∈{Be,O,D} the amount of atom of
species X, one can define the concentration of D as:

cD =
ND

NBe +NO +ND
. (1)

A significant drop of the concentration of Be/O atoms
is observed Where cD is the highest. The cause of this
drop is the implantation of D atoms which stretches
the material, which is clearly seen by the motion of
the position of the surface. The part close to the
surface, where few D atoms have stopped, experienced
less stretching and thus a smaller decrease of the
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concentration of Be/O. After 1150 ions, the amount
of D in the implantation zone is about the same
as after 750 impacts, despite the 400 D ions that
might have been added to the material. Thus, to
understand the condition under which the dramatic
sputtering occurs, one can look at the evolution of
the maximum concentration of D with the number
of impacts (figure 4(a)). For any energies, the
maximum concentration of D exhibits two trends. It
first increases linearly and then saturates around 0.3
at.fr. which represents the situation where there is
an equivalent amount of Be, O and D atoms (ND ≈
NBe ≈ NO). For 10 eV, the saturation concentration
is higher than 0.3 and between 0.4 and 0.5. For that
energy, the ions are essentially adsorbed on the surface
and some are implanted below the first atomic layer.
In that case, the D form O-D at the surface and the
saturation occurs when ND ≈ NO (since the topmost
atoms are only O for the (0001̄) surface).

Once the saturation level is reached, to sustain the
high flux (imposed by the MD limitation on time/space
scale), each impact will tend to remove previously
implanted D atoms. At high energy, the D atoms
are displaced either closer to the surface or deeper in
the bulk but cannot reach the surface immediately.
The stretching and subsequent detachment described
in both figure 1 and figure 3 follows. At low energy,
the implanted atoms are closer to the surface: the
gap between the peak of hydrogen concentration and
the surface is not large enough to have a few-Å-
thick part of cell fly away. Thus, the replacement
is not followed by a big detachment as in figure 1.
However, since the D atoms can be bounded to O,
Be or D inside BeO, the replaced D take away some
atoms from the materials leading to a large number of
sputtering events: this will be further explained as the
detachment-induced sputtering. This is the starting
point of the unphysical dramatic sputtering. Thus,
unlike WC and Fe3C cases, the detachment is not
induced by a high pressure in a subsurface bubble but
by a increase of the D concentration below the surface
that stretches the material and eventually lead to the
detachment/dramatic sputtering. The difference with
WC and Fe3C might be because bubble or blister are
harder to form in BeO. Indeed, experiments by Roth et
al. [45] do not report any blistering or striking surface
modification of oxidized Be samples while Be samples
do exhibit blisters.

Vörtler et al. [40] stopped the simulations
when the blistering occurred. Thus, in order to
get rid of the unphysical dramatic sputtering, a
concentration threshold has to be defined so that
only the bombardment occurring before reaching
this concentration threshold are considered. As the
concentration of D is fluctuating in the saturation part
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Figure 3: Profiles of the number of Be, O and D atoms
after 350 (dashed lines), 750 (solid lines), and 1150
(dashed lines) bombardment of 200 eV D ions. The
dotted line at 52 Å represents the position of the initial
surface. For sake of clarity, the Be and O atoms are
considered together ((NBe +NO)/2) since initially, and
all along the simulation, the number of Be stays alsmot
the same as the number of O.

(figure 4(a)), the condition that limits the number
of considered impacts is 0.25 ≤ cmaxD ≤ 0.3 atomic
fraction (at.fr.). The amount of impacts needed to
reach this condition is reported in figure 4(b) as a
function of the ion energy. It increases with the energy
being 350 atoms at 10 eV and 750 at 200 eV. Indeed, as
the energy increases, the implantation range increase
as well as the spreading of the D atoms around this
range. It means that at a given depth, it requires more
impacts to reach a given concentration for a higher
energy. This is clearly shown on figure 4(a) where the
slope of the growth of the D concentration decreases
as the energy increases.

The total sputtering yield obtained for the
cumulative irradiations limited to the number of
impacts defined in figure 4(b) is plotted on figure 2.
Compared to the data including all 3000 impacts,
the ”limited” cumulative data are much closer to
the experimental data, especially the high energy
ones. However, the low energy data (below 80
eV) still remain about 2-5 times higher than the
experimental one. In addition, the error bars are
quite large (especially considering the logarithmic
scale). This poor estimation of the sputtering yield
may be explained by the very small amount of
considered atoms. Indeed, considering 350 impacts
(at 10 eV) leads to only 1 sputtering event which
is obviously not enough to have a good estimate
of the sputtering yield. To increase the accuracy
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Figure 4: (a) Evolution of the maximum D
concentration (cD in at.fr.) with the number of
cumulative impacts for the different ion energies. (b)
Number of cumulative impacts needed to have cD ≈
0.12 at.fr. (square) and 0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.30 at.fr. (circle).

of the estimate of the sputtering yield, it has been
decided to run non-cumulative irradiations. To have
an understanding of the impact of the D concentration
on the sputtering yield, different simulations are
considered with different D concentrations as proposed
in [46]. We considered first the situation where
there is no D atom in the BeO (cD = 0 at.fr.).
Then, another D concentration considered is the
saturation concentration obtained with the MD
simulation on figure 4(a). For this concentration,
we take the cell resulting from the cumulative
irradiation after the amount of impacts given by
figure 4(b). Experiments [34, 45, 47, 48] suggest that
the saturation concentration of D in BeO at room
temperature is about 0.12 at.fr.. This saturation
concentration is different to the one obtained in

the MD simulations because in the MD cumulative
irradiations, the extreme flux leads to an extreme
saturation that cannot be reached under experimental
conditions: in the simulations, the diffusion that
could spread the D in the bulk decreasing the D
concentration is basically non-visible due to the time
scale considered. Thus, we also considered the
experimental saturation concentration of 0.12 at.fr..
The number of cumulated impacts required to reach
such concentration is reported on figure 4(b). As
for the saturation concentration, we take the cell
resulting from the cumulative irradiation limited to
this number of impacts as initial cell for the non-
cumulative irradiations.
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Figure 5: Total MD sputtering yields (Be+O) at 300K
for the non-cumulative irradiations (nc) with three
different D concentrations. The MD data are compared
to experimental data:
expa: [37]
expb: [39]
expc: [38]

3.1.2. Effect of the D concentration on the sputtering
yield. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the
sputtering obtained by the MD simulations and the
experimental data. First, one can clearly see that the
sputtering yields increase with the D concentration:
there is a bit more than one order of magnitude
between the two extrema. One can also note that
these two extrema underestimate (cD = 0 at.fr.) or
overestimate (0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr.) the experimental
sputtering yield. On the other hand, the sputtering
yields obtained with the experimental saturation limit
(cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.) reproduce well the experimental
sputtering yields.

At 10 eV, having cD > 0 impact greatly the
sputtering yield. Indeed, for the BeO cell without D,
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no sputtering events are reported at this energy while
there are for BeO cell containing D. Only O atoms
are sputtered at 10 eV and a condition for them to
be sputtered is that they have to be bounded to D
atoms on the surface. Thus, their potential energy is
lower than if they would be on a perfect (0001̄), which
require a smaller kinetic energy to sputter them. A
closer investigation of these sputtering events will be
made in section 3.1.3, when the chemical sputtering
will be investigated.

From the low (or non-existent) sputtering yield
at 10 eV, one can estimate that the threshold
for sputtering of BeO is between 30 eV and 10
eV. Such threshold agrees with the one determined
experimentally by Roth et al. [39] which is 22 eV for
D on BeO. One can note that, at 10 eV, a sputtered O
atoms would be easily replaced even under a very small
partial pressure of O2, making the sputtering yield at
10 eV difficult to determine experimentally.

Figure 6 reports the evolution with the ion
energy of the ratio YO/YBe+O for the different D
concentrations in the non-cumulative irradiations.
This ratio gives the average proportion of O atoms
sputtered per sputtering events. If it is above 0.5, O
atoms are preferentially sputtered while if it is below
0.5, Be are preferentially sputtered. For all energies
(above 10 eV) and concentrations, the ratio YBe/YO
spans around 0.5 between 0.3 and 0.7. Roth et al. [34]
reports an equal sputtering of Be and O at room
temperature while irradiating a BeO layer by 30-50 eV
D ions. In figure 6, if one considers cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr., the
simulation data are consistent with the observation of
Roth et al. Indeed, even though the sputtering at 30 eV
seems to be largely dominated by the sputtering of O,
at 50 eV, Be and O are sputtered rather equivalently.
Considering that figure 5 reports a sputtering yield
about 5 times higher at 50 eV than at 30 eV, one could
expect the sputtering yield of 50 eV to dominate when
irradiating BeO with 30 - 50 eV. Roth et al. reported a
sputtering yield of 3×10−3 in their experiment. Doing
the average of 30 eV and 50 eV, one obtains 4.1×10−3

which agrees quite well considering we only took the
extrema of the energy used by Roth et al.

Looking in more detail at the evolution of the ratio
with the different energies one can distinguish different
features for each concentration. First, at 10 eV, as
already pointed out (YO/YBe+O = 1), only O atoms
are sputtered for non-zero D concentrations. This is
in agreement with pure Be sputtering studies [15, 16,
17] that report negligible sputtering at 10-20 eV. In
addition, the topmost atoms of the (0001̄) surface are
O. Thus, 10 eV ions that only interact with the atoms
close to the surface mainly interact with O atoms. On
the other hand, thanks to the chemical affinity between
O and H, the incident D ions can easily be bound to

O and remove it from the sub-surface, forming O-D
dimer or O2D molecules. This chemical sputtering will
be investigated further in section 3.1.3. At 30 eV,
even though some Be atoms might be sputtered, the
sputtering is still dominated by the chemical sputtering
of O atoms. For higher energy, one can see the effect of
the concentration on the sputtering regime. For 0.25 ≤
cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr., the sputtering is dominated by the
sputtering of O atoms especially at low energy (above
140 eV, both O and Be sputtering yields equilibrate).
In contrast, for cD = 0 at.fr., the sputtering seems to be
dominated by Be sputtering once the energy is above 50
eV. For the intermediate concentration determined as
the experimental D saturation, the sputtering regime
is between these two extrema, with a evolution similar
to the case with a cD = 0 at.fr. (with a dip in the
O sputtered fraction around 50-80 eV). Therefore, the
sputtering of O seems to be positively correlated with
the D concentration inside the material.
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Figure 6: Ratio YO/YBe+O as a function of the ion
energy for the different D concentrations in the non-
cumulative irradiations at 300 K. The black dashed line
separates the Be dominated sputtering regime (<0.5)
from the O dominated sputtering regime (>0.5).

3.1.3. Chemical analysis of the sputtering yield. To
investigate further the dependence of the sputtering
yield of O with the D concentration and to understand
the trends reported in figure 6, the sputtering events
leading to the formation of chemically bounded clusters
are reported and analyzed. From this analysis, the
sputtering yield of molecules Y chem

Be+O is calculated.
Figure 7 reports the evolution with the ion energy of
the fraction of this sputtering relatively to the total
sputtering Y chem

Be+O/YBe+O. As for the sputtering of O
atoms, the fraction of sputtered atoms inside molecules
is positively correlated with the concentration of D
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Figure 7: Fration of Be and O sputtered inside
chemically bounded clusters Y chem

Be+O/YBe+O as a
function of the ion energy for the non-cumulative
irradiation at 300 K with different concentration of D.

in the simulation cell, especially between 80 eV and
200 eV. Another trend is seen in figure 7 showing a
negative correlation between the fraction of sputtered
atoms inside molecules and the ion energy, even though
there is a small dip at 80 eV cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr..
Such negative correlation is also reported for pure Be
sputtering [15, 17]. One could assume that the the
mechanism driving the production of these molecules
is the swift chemical sputtering (SCS) described in
[15, 46, 49, 50]. The efficiency of such a mechanism
is given by a balance between the energy transfer to
break a bond in the material and the effective average
time the incident atom spends in the vicinity of the
broken bond. Thus, one could indeed expect that, once
the threshold for bond breaking is exceeded, the SCS
efficiency would decrease with energy as the effective
average time decreases with increasing energy.

In more detail, this mechanism has energy
thresholds determined as the minimum/maximum
incident energy leading to a broken bond. In [15, 50],
these thresholds are determined for C and Be materials
doing MD simulations of dimer irradiations by D ions
at various energies and recording at which energies
bond breaking occurs. In these dimer irradiation
simulations, the ions are directed toward the midpoint
of the dimer. Doing similar irradiation with the BeO
dimer, one can find that the bond breaking occurs for
D energy between 12 eV and 74 eV which give the
range in which the SCS should be active. Since the
lower limit threshold for bond breaking is 12 eV for the
dimer, one could expect no sputtering in irradiation
of cell with cD = 0 at.fr. On the other hand, since
the upper limit for bond breaking is around 80 eV,

one could expect a drop of the fraction of sputtered
atoms inside molecules around this energy. This is
indeed observed in figure 7 and especially by the dip
at 80 eV for cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.. However, after that
initial drop at 80 eV, the fraction of sputtered atoms
inside molecules stays constant (cD = 0 at.fr. and
0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr.) or increases (cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.)
and at a fairly high level (between 30 an 70 %) which
is not expected by SCS. To analyze further this effect,
the sputtered molecules are sorted depending on the
nature of the species inside them. Five groups can
be defined: ODz, BexOyDz, BexHz, O2 and BexOy.
The first three groups define the molecules containing
deuterium which could thus be produced during SCS
events. The two last groups define the molecules
without deuterium. The indexes x, y and z are mostly
one especially when cD = 0 at.fr.. In addition, it
happened that x and y where bigger than 1 in the
BexOy group. The Be2 group is not represented since
Be2 dimer has a very low cohesive energy compared to
any other Be compound [24]. It follows that no Be2
have been observed as a result of sputtering events.

Figure 8 gives the evolution with the ion energy
of the fraction of these different groups in the total
sputtering yields for the different D concentrations.
Adding the contribution of all groups for each
concentration would lead to the data reported in
figure 7. For all concentrations, figure 8 shows the
same trends.

Below 80 eV, the sputtered molecules are mostly in
the group of D-containing molecules and mostly in the
ODz group. These energies correspond to the range
in which the SCS is turned on, which explains the
high presence of D-containing molecules. To illustrate
the creation of these ODz molecules via the SCS
mechanism, trajectories of the incident and sputtered
atoms are reported in figure 9 for cD = 0 at.fr. at 30
eV (a) and for cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr. at 10 eV (b).

In figure 9 (a), with an incident energy of 30 eV,
the incident D atom transfers an initial kick of kinetic
energy to the O atom. The D ion is then bounced
back toward the surface by the layer of atoms below
the surface and transfers a new kick of kinetic energy
to the sputtered O atom, which finally leads to the
bond breaking with the surrounding Be atoms ending
with a OD dimer.

For cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.(figure 9(b)), the sputtered
atoms are the atoms which are already bonded to
some D atoms. In the case presented in figure 9, the
sputtered O atom is bound to 2 D atoms initially.
Due to these bonds, its potential energy before the
sputtering events is -3.43 eV. An O atom on a perfect
(0001̄) has a potential energy of about -5.30 eV which
prevents sputtering by 10 eV D ions. Thus, with an
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Figure 8: Fraction of Be and O sputtered inside
chemically bounded clusters Y chem

Be+O/YBe+O as a
function of the ion energy for the non-cumulative
irradiation at 300 K with cD = 0 at.fr. (a), cD ≈ 0.12
at.fr. (b) and 0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr. (c). The
fraction are split over different groups of molecules:
ODz, BexOyDz, BexHz, O2 and BexOy. For sake of
clarity, the data point are slightly shifted to prevent
an overlapping.

incident energy of 10 eV, only the cells with cD > 0
lead to sputtering events, thanks to the decrease of the
potential energy of the atoms bound to adsorbed D
atoms. One can note on figure 9 (b) an adsorbed D2O

molecule that did not lead to any sputtering events.
The potential energy of the O atom in this molecule
is -3.93 eV, which seems to be enough to prevent the
sputtering by 10 eV D ions. This O atom is more
stable than the sputtered one, because there is enough
space around the adsorbed D2O molecules to maximize
the D-O-D angle (see appendix Appendix A for further
details) and thus reduce the total cohesive energy of the
molecules. During the sputtering event, the incident D
ion breaks the Be-O bond that keep the OD2 complex
on the surface. It leads to the formation of a temporary
OD3 molecule which eventually split into a single D
and a D2O molecule. In all cases, one can mostly see
ODz molecules and almost no BexDz which could have
two explanations. First, the irradiated surface is (0001̄)
with O atoms as the topmost atom. It means that these
atoms are most likely to be sputtered by the incoming
ions. However, for cD = 0 at.fr. at 30 eV, some Be
atoms are sputtered, but without being bound while all
O sputtered atoms are bounded in a OD dimer. One
can also suggest that the preference for ODz molecules
is due to the greater chemical affinity between O and
D: within the used potentials, the BeH dimer have a
cohesive energy of -1.30 eV/atom [15] while it is -2.272
eV/atom for the OH dimer (D0/2 for the O-H part of
table A1). Thus, while entering the vicinity of a broken
Be-O bond, the D incoming atom would rather bond to
the O atom. It has to be noticed that, while irradiating
a BeO dimer with D ions directed toward the midpoint
of the dimer with a kinetic energy of 30 eV, it produces
a single Be atoms and a OD dimer. The fact that the
SCS mechanism is not active above 80 eV explains why
the fraction of O (figure 6), the fraction of sputtered
molecules (figure 7) and the fraction of sputtered ODz

molecules (figure 8) drop between 30 eV and 80 eV for
cD = 0 at.fr. and cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr..

For ion energies higher than 80 eV, the nature
of the sputtered molecules changes completely since
they are now dominated by BexOy molecules (which
represent above 90% of all sputtered molecules for
these energies). As reported by Vörtler et al., physical
sputtering can lead to the formation of sputtered dimer
in WC [51]. In these simulations, the mechanism is
very similar and starts by the physical sputtering of
a Be or O atom. From there, different processes can
occur (figure 10):

(i) BeO physical sputtering (figure 10 (a)): the
physically sputtered Be/O atom drags with it one
of its Be/O neighbors. The bond between the
first neighbors of this dragged Be/O atoms are
thus broken by the energy transfered from the D
incident ion to the BeO dimer. One could then
say that the BeO dimer is physically sputtered.

(ii) delayed BeO physical sputtering (figure 10 (b)):
the physically sputtered Be/O atom starts to be
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(a) 30 eV - cD = 0 at.fr. (b) 10 eV - cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.

Figure 9: Typical trajectories of incident and sputtered atoms during a SCS event at low energy for cD = 0 at.fr.
(a) and cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr. (b). The grey circles are the O atoms, the black ones the Be atoms and the red ones the
D atoms.The red lines represents the trajectories of the D atoms and the white lines those of the O atoms. In
(b), the trajectory of the incident atom is in orange to distinguish it from other D atoms. The OD2 molecules
at the left of (b) is a result of the cumulative irradiations used to build this cell. None of the sputtering events
has led to the sputtering of this molecule.

removed from the initial surface. The incident
D atom, through all its collision inside the BeO
lattice eventually comes back toward the surface
from the bulk and sputters physically another
O/Be atoms close to the initial one, which leads
to the late formation of a BeO dimer. Since it
requires specific conditions, this event is rare.

(iii) delayed SCS sputtering (figure 10 (c)) the
physically sputtered Be/O atom is directed
toward another part of the surface and removes
another O/Be atom via a SCS process (not
involving D atoms). In figure 10 (c): the
sputtered Be atom is initially at 4.07 Å away
from the sputtered O atom with which it will
form a BeO dimer. As can be see in figure 10
(c), once the atom is bound to the O atom,
vibrational features can be seen in its trajectories
that were not present in the first stage of the
sputtering events. This process is enhanced when
some roughness is present on the surface, since
this improves the probability that the sputtered
atom interacts again with the surface. It is also
enhanced with a disordered surface as the BeO
bond energy in such surface are lower than in a
perfect surface. It is through that process that
O2 molecules can be formed and released from
the surface.

(iv) Detachment-induced sputtering (figure 10 (d)):
the physically sputtered Be/O atom was initially
part of a cluster of BexOy losely bonded to
the rest of the material by the sputtered atom.
In figure 10 (d), the trajectory of this atom

is reported in green and shows that after its
interaction with the incident ions on the surface,
it is pushed in the bulk. Its removal from the
cluster will lead to the detachment of the cluster
from the material.

It is worth noting that both delayed SCS sputtering
(iii) and detachment-induced sputtering (iv) only occur
for cD > 0 because the cumulative irradiation used
to build the D concentrations have damaged the
irradiated surface. In addition, the time elapsed
between the interaction of the incident ion with
the material and the release of the BeO dimer is
much longer for the delayed SCS sputtering (iii) and
detachment-induced sputtering (iv). In the simulations
with cD = 0 at.fr., the delayed SCS sputtering (iii)
and the detachment-induced sputtering (iv) are not
observed since the surface is a perfect (0001̄) surface.
This explains why the fraction of sputtered atoms in
molecules is much smaller for this concentration than
for cD > 0 for high energies. Furthermore, this explains
why the threshold for the creation of BexOy molecules
is 80 eV for cD = 0 at.fr. while it is 30 eV for
cD > 0 (only considering the ion energies used in
the simulations). Indeed, if the surface is sufficiently
disordered, the detachment-induced sputtering (iv) can
require only one bond-breaking event. It can thus be
activated by only one interaction between the incident
D ion and an atom of the target (which happen for
an ion energy above 12 eV as mentioned above). On
the other hand, five bond-breaking events are required
to sputter physically a BeO dimer ((i) and (ii)) from
a perfect surface. Indeed, on the (0001̄) surface, each
surface O atom has 3 Be first neighbors in the first Be
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(a) BeO physical sputtering -
cD = 0 at.fr.

(b) delayed BeO physical -
cD = 0 at.fr.

(c) delayed SCS sputtering -
cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.

(d) Detachment-induced sput-
tering - cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.

Figure 10: Typical trajectories of incident and
sputtered atoms during the formation of BexOy

molecules by the BeO physical sputtering process
(a), the delayed BeO physical sputtering (b), the
delayed SCS sputtering (c) and the detachment-
induced sputtering (d). The grey circles are the O
atoms, the black ones the Be atoms and the red ones
the D atoms. In each case, the ion energy is 140
eV. For the detachment-induced sputtering (iv), the
green trajectory goes from the surface to the bulk and
represents the Be atom that attached the sputtered
BeO dimer to the rest of the cell.

layer under the surface, while each Be atom of this layer
has 4 O first neighbors. To create a BeO dimer in this
configuration, one has first to break two bonds between
O and two of its Be first neighbors. Then, the O atom,
which has gained kinetic energy from its interaction
with the incident ion, has to transfer part of this kinetic

energy to its last remaining Be first neighbor. This
transfered kinetic energy has to be sufficient to break
the 3 bonds between this Be atoms and its other O first
neighbor atoms. To trigger such a process, the initial
energy of the incident D ion has obviously to be higher
than for breaking a single BeO bond.

One can also notice that the BexOyDz are
mainly observed for the highest value of cD with a
particularly high efficiency at 30 eV (figure 8 (c)).
Despite the presence of D in these molecules, they
have not been created by the SCS mechanism, but
via the detachment-induced sputtering (iv) described
previously, in which the detached cluster contains D
atoms. The formation of these molecules through
process (iv) depends on the amount of D on the surface.
For high energies, the D profile is spread through a wide
depth range and the concentration of D on the surface
is very low compared to the maximum D concentration
(figure 3). Thus, the probability to form a BexOyDz

molecule rather than a BexOy one is quite low.
Inversely, for low energy, the D profile is less spread
and is essentially close to the first few atomic layers
below the surface. Thus, the surface D concentration
is much higher than for high energy, which increases
the probability of creating BexOyDz. It follows that
the amount of produced BexOyDz is much higher
for low energy than for high energy, as shown in
figure 8(c). Much less BexOyDz is observed (only at
50 eV) for cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr.. Indeed, the cells with
such concentrations have been created in cumulative
irradiations that experienced less cumulative impacts.
It is thus less disordered than the almost saturated
BeO cell which is close to the ”unphysical dramatic”
sputtering limit. The detachment-induced sputtering
(iv) is thus less efficient. One can notice that from 50
eV to 200 eV, summing the fraction of BexOyDz and
BexOzy gives a about constant amount of sputtered
molecules.

Finally, one can note that detachment-induced
sputtering (iv) is actually a part of the processes that
lead to the ”unphysical dramatic” sputtering. Its
particular efficiency for the cells with 0.25 ≤ cD ≤
0.3 at.fr. explains why the total sputtering yields
calculated by MD for this concentration overestimate
the experimental data, especially in the energy range
of 30 eV - 140 eV (figure 5). Thus, once the
concentration of 0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr. is reached, the
dramatic sputtering regime driven by the detachment-
induced sputtering is activated even in non-cumulative
irradiations.

All these chemical processes described here can
help understand the behavior of the fraction of
sputtered O in the total sputtering yield presented in
figure 6. The high fraction of sputtered O at low energy
is related to the SCS sputtering. As Be is lighter than
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O, it is easier to physically sputter it. Around 50-80 eV,
the physical sputtering of Be is much efficient than the
SCS sputtering. Finally, both O and Be equilibrates at
high energy as the physical sputtering of O and Be as
well as the formation of BexOy molecules are activated.

3.2. Reflection of D ions and Energy
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Figure 11: MD reflection coefficient of D atoms,
RD (a), and energy, RE (b), at 300 K for different
cumulative (labeled c) and non-cumulative (labeled
nc) irradiations. The error bars of RD for the 3000-
impacts cumulative irradiations are directed toward
the bottom since the reflection coefficient is increasing
as the impacts cumulate making the reported values
an upper limit.

For the non-cumulative irradiations, the reflection
coefficient of deuterium atoms RD is calculated as
the average number of D released from the material
per impact. For the cumulative irradiation, it is
calculated as the number of released D from the
material divided by the number of cumulative impacts.
In non-cumulative simulations with cD = 0 at.fr., RD

is effectively a reflection coefficient, since it reports the
number of incident ions that are reflected back from the
surface. In non-cumulative simulations with cD > 0

and in cumulative simulations, this is not strictly a
reflection coefficient but a recycling coefficient since
previously implanted D can be sputtered from the
material.

Similarly to the reflection coefficient of deuterium
atoms, the reflection coefficient of energy is calculated
as the average of

∑
X

(
EX
k + EX

p

)
/Einc per incident

atom with X being the Be, O or D sputtered/reflected
atoms, EX

k the kinetic energy of atom X at the
end of the simulation and EX

p its potential energy.
The potential energy is added in this formula since
sputtered molecules are released with both kinetic
energy and potential energy (which is negative). If
such molecules go into the plasma, the bonds might
break, which will cool down the plasma explaining the
negative contribution of this energy. If a large amount
of very big molecules are sputtered, as during the
detachment presented in figure 1,

∑
X

(
EX
k + EX

p

)
can

be negative. It means that the total energy required to
break all bonds will be higher than the incident energy
on the material. Of course, such events are unrealistic
and happened in the simulation only for the cumulative
irradiations considering all 3000 impacts.

Both reflection coefficients are reported on
figure 11 for the D atoms (a) and for the energy
(b). The results for cumulative and non-cumulative
irradiations are given except the reflection coefficient
of energy for the cumulative irradiation with 3000
impacts (for the reason explained above). The
reflection coefficient of D atoms in cumulative
irradiation where all the 3000 impacts are considered
is close to 1 for all energies. Such large reflection
coefficient is an artifact of the dramatic sputtering:
while the Be and O atoms are sputtered or detached,
they carry with them a lot of previously implanted
D atoms. As mentioned in the caption, the error
bars for this data set are directed toward the bottom
since as the impacts cumulate, the reflection coefficient
increases. The values obtained after cumulating 3000
impacts give thus an upper limit. Given the large error
bar, it should not be trusted to represent what could
happen during an ion exposure with experimentally
relevant condition (lower flux).

As for the sputtering yields, relevant values
of the reflection coefficient can be obtained by
limiting the number of considered impact (using the
procedure described in section 3.1.1) or by running
non-cumulative irradiations. One can see that for
the limited cumulative irradiation and for the non-
cumulative irradiation with different D concentration,
the same trend is observed. The reflection coefficient
is close to 1, between 0.85 and 0.65, at low energy
(10 eV) and it progressively decreases as the energy
of the incident ions increases. Between 10 eV and
200 eV, the reflection coefficient of D atoms drop by
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about one order of magnitude. Such a trend from
tens to hundreds of eV is also reported for instance
for Fe and Fe3C [41] or for W [52]. For that energy
range, this trend is due to increased kinetic energy
that eases the penetration of D ions in the materials.
The reflection coefficient of energy follow exactly the
same trend with a drop of one order of magnitude
between 10 eV and 200 eV. However, it is lower than
the reflection coefficient of D atoms since part of the
incident energy have been deposited in the materials
(eventually creating defects or sputtering events).

Finally, one can note that the reflection coefficient
of D ions seems to be positively correlated with
the concentration of D in the cell. Indeed, as
the concentration of D increases, the probability for
the incident D ions to interact with another D,
forming D2 molecules, increases which enhances the
re-emission of previously implanted D. In addition,
as already pointed out in the previous sections, the
sputtering yields increases (figure 5) as well as the
chemical sputtering (figure 7 and figure 8). This is
another source of enhancement of the re-emission of
previously implanted D. Considering the error bars,
no clear correlation can be deduced between the D
concentration and the reflection of the energy.

As for the sputtering, the way of reflection or
re-emission of D atoms is investigated by recording
any cluster that contains bound D. Calling RchemD , the
reflection coefficient of D inside molecules, the quantity
Rchem

D /RD gives the fraction of reflected D inside
molecules. This quantity is plotted in figure 12 (a)
for the non-cumulative irradiations with the different
concentration of D. Figure 12 (b) distinguishes the
contribution of D2 and BexOyDz (with x+y > 0) to the
total fraction of reflected D atoms inside molecules. For
the latter group of molecules, it contains all the ODz

and BexDy molecules. Thus at low energy, as for the
sputtering data in figure 8, the reflected molecules are
mostly ODz. Overall, the most part of the reflected
D atoms are single D atoms (≥0.7). However, one
can still note the effect of both the D concentration
and the ion energy on the fraction of D reflected inside
molecules.

A clear positive correlation between the fraction
of reflected D inside molecules and the concentration
is again observed. For cD = 0 at.fr., this is obvious
since the only possible way to be reflected inside a
molecule is through the chemical sputtering described
in section 3.1.3 (mostly OD dimer as shown in figure 8
(a)). Thus, the re-emission as D2 is not possible as
there is no D before the irradiation. Therefore, large
part of the increase between cD = 0 at.fr. and cD > 0
comes from the re-emission of D as D2.

This re-emission channel is dominating below 80
eV (figure 12 (b)). Indeed, at low energy, as already
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Figure 12: Fraction of reflected D atoms inside
chemically bound clusters Rchem

D /RD as a function of
the ion energy for non-cumulative irradiations at 300 K
with different D concentrations. (a) presents the total
fraction of reflected D atoms inside molecules while (b)
separates the contribution of D2 molecules from other
BexOyDz molecules (with x+ y > 0). In (b), c1D refers
to cD = 0 at.fr., c2D refers to cD ≈ 0.12 at.fr. and c3D
refers to 0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr..

mentioned in section 3.1.3, the surface D concentration
of D is higher than at high energy since the ions
are stopped closer to the surface and spread less in
the materials. It follows that the probability of an
interaction between the incident D and an adsorbed
D is much higher at low energy. In addition, as
the surface D concentration is also increasing with
the total D concentration, a positive correlation is
observed between the fraction of re-emitted D2 and
the concentration of D in the material (figure 12 (b)).
It can also break some Be-O bond above a previously
implanted D atom which opens a release channel for
this D atom. The incident D atom will then interact
with this implanted D atom and they are both release
as D2.

The D2 molecules are not thermally desorbed from
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the surface. They are produced by the interaction
of the incident D atom with another D atom via
mechanism similar to the Eley-Rideal or the hot-atom
recombination [53]. In the Eley-Rideal mechanism,
the incident atom is directly backscattered toward the
vacuum taking back a adsorbed D. In the hot-atom
recombination, the emission of the D2 molecule is
delayed as the incident atom moves at hyperthermal
energy across the surface before the recombination.
These two processes are, by definition, only surface
processes and are not fully suitable for our energy
range. However, the processes are very similar as they
involve the recombination of a high energy atom (over
the thermal energy) with a D atom at the temperature
of the material. For instance, the D atom can be
implanted and redirected back to the surface taking
with it an adsorbed D.

Above 80 eV, the reflected D atoms inside
molecules are mostly reflected in clusters containing Be
or/and O atoms (figure 12 (b)). While the fraction of
reflected D inside molecules for cD = 0 at.fr. and cD ≈
0.12 at.fr. stay close together around 10−3, it is much
high for the highest D concentration. This is a result of
the enhanced detachment-induced sputtering described
in section 3.1.3 and especially the release of BexOyDz

cluster at the highest concentration. Thus, similarly
to what has been concluded for the sputtering, a
concentration of 0.25 ≤ cD ≤ 0.3 at.fr. will trigger the
dramatic sputtering regime (even in non-cumulative
irradiations) leading to a large re-emission of D inside
BexOyDz molecules.

4. Conclusions

MD simulations have been carried out to simulate the
irradiation of (0001̄) wurtzite BeO surface by D ions at
300 K with energy from 10 eV to 200 eV. From these
simulations, the sputtering yields of Be and O atoms
are calculated as well as the reflection coefficient of D
atoms from the surface.

Cumulative irradiations show that once a thresh-
old D concentration in the material is exceeded, a ’dra-
matic’ sputtering regime is triggered, leading to de-
tachment of large part of the material. This dramatic
sputtering regime is mostly an artifact of the extremely
high flux and subsequent large D concentration en-
countered in cumulative irradiations.

To further analyze the effect of D concentration on
the sputtering and reflection properties of BeO, non-
cumulative irradiations are carried out with three dif-
ferent concentrations. The first one corresponds to a
perfect wurtzite BeO cell without D, the second one
is the saturation concentration determined experimen-
tally to be 0.12 at.fr. at room temperature. The last
one is the threshold concentration to trigger the dra-

matic sputtering regime around 0.3 at.fr.. The non-
cumulative irradiations show that the MD sputtering
yields increase with the D concentration for a given
ion energy: the MD sputtering yields obtained with a
D concentration of 0.12 at.fr. are the closest to the
experimental values.

Analysis of the chemically bound clusters emitted
during the sputtering/reflection events shows that the
swift chemical process of O is dominant at low energy
up to 80 eV. Above 80 eV, molecules are formed such
as BeO dimer through process that does not involve
D-induced swift chemical sputtering. The efficiency of
the processes leading to these molecules is analyzed. It
is found that even in non-cumulative irradiation, some
features of the ’dramatic’ sputtering are found. Espe-
cially, the detachment-induced sputtering causes the
rise up of the production of sputtered molecules when
the concentration is around 0.3 at.fr..
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Appendix A. O-H potential for Be-O-H
applications

We present in this appendix the construction of an
interatomic potential for the Be-O-H system. The
functional form of the analytical bond order potential
(ABOP) has already been extensively discussed [54]
and it is only briefly presented here. The total
potential energy is obtained by the sum over all atomic
bonds:

V =
∑
i

∑
j>i

Vij (A.1)

=
∑
i

∑
j>i

f c(rij)[VR(rij)− bijVA(rij)], (A.2)

where the interatomic potential Vij is divided into a
repulsive part VR and an attractive part VA. They
form together Morse-like pair potentials [55]

VR(rij) =
D0

S − 1
exp

[
−β
√

2S(rij − r0)
]

(A.3)

VA(rij) =
SD0

S − 1
exp

[
−β
√

2/S(rij − r0)
]
. (A.4)

D0 and r0 are the dimer bond energy and length.
The interactions between the atoms are usually
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restricted to the nearest-neighbors by the cutoff
function:

f c(r) =


1, r ≤ R−D
1
2 − 1

2 sin
[
π
2D (r −R)

]
, | R− r |< D

0, r ≥ R+D.

(A.5)

R is the cutoff distance and D defines the width of the
cutoff region. The maximum interaction range is then
R+D. The three-body interactions are included in the
bond-order term, bij which includes the angles between
the bond

bij =
bij + bji

2
, (A.6)

where

bij = (1 + χij)
− 1

2 , (A.7)

with

χij =
∑

k( 6=i,j)

f cik(rik)gik(θijk)ωijke
αijk(rij−rik) (A.8)

θijk is the angle between atoms i, j and k. αijk and
ωijk and are fitting parameters. The angular function
gik is define as

gik(θijk) = γik

[
1 +

c2ik
d2ik
− c2ik
d2ik + (hik + cos θijk)2

]
(A.9)

where γik, cik, dik and hik are adjustable parameters.
gik(θijk) minimum is γ > 0 and it is reached for
hik = − cos θijk.
In the simulations involving high kinetic energies,
the repulsive part of the potential in this formalism
is unphysically weak. Thus, it has to be modified
to describe short-range interactions more accurately.
This is done by joining the universal repulsive Ziegler-
Biersack-Littmark potential [56], VZBL(rij), with the
original potential Vij as

V ′ij = F (rij)Vij + [1− F (rij)]VZBL (A.10)

F (r) is the Fermi function

F (r) =
1

1 + exp [−bf (r − rf )]
(A.11)

which ensures a smooth transition between the original
potential and the repulsive ZBL potential. The
transition range and distance are defined by the
parameter bf and rf respectively. They are chosen
such the equilibrium properties are unchanged.

Appendix A.1. Dimer O-H and molecules HnO

The presented ABOP is mainly devoted to simulations
of BeO irradiation by plasma ions in fusion devices.
We are especially interested in the erosion of this
material by hydrogen isotops ions coming from the
plasma. Obviously, no liquid water is expected on top
of any plasma-facing materials. Thus, the complex
interaction of H with O in the liquid water through

hydrogen bond is not needed in this version of the
ABOP, and we can only stick to the reproduction
of the O-H dimer bond as well as reasonably good
energetics of HnO molecules, knowing that H2O is the
most stable.

Ni et al. [28] used density functional theory
(DFT) method with the B3LYP exchange-correlation
potential to parametrize a reactive empirical bond
order potential for hydrocarbon-oxygen interactions.
They calculated a bond length for the O-H dimer of
0.9752 Å and a bond energy of -4.544 eV which are
both in good correspondence with the experimental
ones (0.971 Å and -4.432 eV respectively [57]). We use
these DFT values for the ABOP value r0 and D0. Ni
et al. [28] also calculated the potential energy surface
for the O-H dimer by single-point DFT calculations.
We used this potential energy surface to obtain both
S and β for the O-H dimer. These parameters are
reported in table A1. With these parameters, we are
confident that the potential reproduce correctly the O-
H dimer which is our most important concern since it
is the most probable product of a chemical sputtering
of oxide by hydrogen isotope ions.
The angular function g(θ) sets the most stable
configuration of a HnO molecules for n ≥ 2. It has to be
pointed out here that with the current formalism, for
any HnO molecules, the energy of the O-H bonds are
higher than the one for the Dimer. Indeed, the lowest
value of g(θ) is γ > 0 which implies that the bond
order term bij cannot be higher than 1. However, as
calculated by Ni et al. [28], the O-H bond in the H2O
molecule is stronger than in the O-H dimer. We thus
choose a value of γ so that the energy of the O-H bond
in the H2O molecule is approximatively the same as in
the O-H dimer at 0.001 eV.
The most stable configuration is the H2O molecule in
which the angle between the two O-H bonds is 104.5◦.
Thus, we could have used a value of h so that this angle
gives the most stable configuration for H2O. However,
doing so, the H3O configuration would also have angles
of 104.5◦ between each of its O-H bonds leading to
a higher cohesive energy (potential energy per atom)
than the H2O, which is not realistic. Thus, we decided
to use h = 1.0 so it maximizes the angle between any
O-H bonds. Doing so, the H2O is the most stable
molecule among the HnO

Appendix A.2. H interstitial in BeO

As test properties of the Be-O-H ABOP, we used the
formation energies of interstitial hydrogen in different
sites inside the BeO wurtzite structure. Recently, DFT
calculation of H in BeO have shown that H2 could form
in the BeO lattice [30]. Thus, we also investigated the
formation energies of such molecules in the presented
ABOP. In the ABOP, the formation energy Efj (in
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Be-Be [24] Be-H [24] H-H [25] O-O [26] Be-O [27] O-H H-O

D0 1.03571 2.6 4.7509 5.166 6.783 4.544 4.544
r0 2.07880 1.338 1.2075 0.74144 1.41 0.9752 0.9752
β 1.3 2.2 1.9436 2.3090 1.6525 2.29198 2.29198
S 1.88982 2.5 2.3432 1.3864 1.8754 3.248455 3.248455
γ 8.19587× 10−7 0.19 12.33 0.82595 0.3940568 0.001 12.33
c 89.3894 0.0057 0.0 0.035608 1.4 1.0000 0.0
d 0.27443 0.004 1.0 0.046496 0.821 0.028 1.0
h 0.7606934 1.0 1.0 0.45056 0.488 1.0 1.0
R 2.535 1.80 1.40 2.1 2.5 1.6 1.6
D 0.15 0.15 0.30 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
bf 15.0 15.0 15.0 12.0 15.0 15.0 15.0
rf 0.8 0.8 0.35 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.4

αBeOH 5.00
αBeHO 5.00

Table A1: Parameters for the Be-O-H ABOP.

eV/H) of j hydrogen atoms in the lattice is given by
equation A.12,

Efj =

(
EBeO+jH − EBeO −

j

2
EH2

)
1

j
, (A.12)

in which EBeO+jH is the energy of a BeO cell with j H
atoms, EBeO is the energy of a perfect BeO cell of the
same size and EH2 is the energy of the H2 molecule.
The formation energies and configurations of j (=1 or
2) H in BeO given by the ABOP were identified by
creating more than 100 BeO systems with j randomly
positioned H atoms in the lattice. The systems are first
relaxed at 300 K for 10 ps and finally quenched in 60
ps at 0K so that the H atoms can find the nearby most
stable position.
For j = 1, the two configurations which are the
most present (151 over 188 initial randomly generated
position) involve the H to reside inside an octahedral
(Oh) site of the BeO wurtzite lattice formed by 6 O or
6 Be atoms. The description of this site is presented
in [30]. In these two configurations, the H is not in the
center of the Oh but whether form a O-H bond (called
H1

O−H) or a Be-H bond (called HBe−H) (see table A2).
Another configuration of a single H, involving a O-H,
is also obtained for an H siting in a tetrahedral site
but with a higher solution energy compared to the two
others.

For the j = 2 case, the most of the final positions
show a dissociation of the H2 molecule and the two H
site in two neighboring Oh sites forming O-H bond.
However, 54 initial randomly generated position leads
to the stabilization of the H2 molecule in an Oh
site oriented in the c crystallographic axis. Most of
the final configuration have a solution energy of 1.69
eV/H. However, the formation energy can be further

minimized to 1.43 eV/H by distorting a bit the Oh site,
but such a configuration represents only 8 of these 54
final positions.

The results of the ABOP are compared to DFT
data available in the literature [30, 29]. BeO is a wide
band gap insulator (10.6 eV [58]). In such material,
the interstitial hydrogen can act as a donor (H+),
an acceptor (H−) or be in the lattice as a neutral
element. Its formation energy depends then on the
position of the Fermi level (the chemical potential of
the electrons) in the band gap [59]. If both donor and
acceptor can exist with the lowest formation energy
(for different position of the Fermi level), H has an
amphoteric character meaning that it cannot act as a
source of carriers. It instead counteracts the existing
type of conductivity [29]. In BeO, single H has this
amphoteric character [30, 29]. Thus, in the absence
of any other defects that would provide carriers, the
chemical potential of the electrons lies precisely in the
mid-gap [60]. We can then take the value of the
DFT formation energy of H in BeO for the Fermi
energy in the middle of the gap and compare them
to our ABOP data. In the DFT calculations [29, 30],
the H+ is characterized by the formation of a O-H
bond in the material while the H− is characterized
by the attraction by H of the Be atoms close to the
interstitial H. Thus, the ABOP configuration with a O-
H bond is compared to formation energy of H+ while
the configuration with a Be-H bond is compared to
the formation energy of H− solution energy. These
values are reported in table A2. The ABOP formation
energies are lower than the DFT data. However,
the relative error between the DFT data [30] and
the ABOP data ranges between 15% (H2) and 40%
(HBe−H). Especially, the most obtained configurations
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DFT

ABOP [30] [29]

H2 1.69-(1.43) 1.98 -
H1

O−H 2.04 H+ 2.82 2.96
HBe−H 2.30 H− 3.81 4.54

Table A2: Formation energy of H (eV/H) in BeO in
different sites. For the ABOP, the HO−H configuration
are compared to H+ and the HBe−H configuration
is compared to H−. For H2, the formation energy
between brackets is the most stable configuration but
the one without brackets is the most obtained one.

of H2 and single H (HO−H) agree quantitatively well
with the DFT data.

The other tested property of the Be-O-H ABOP
is the migration energy of the H2 molecule in the
BeO crystal. Calculations of the migration barriers
of a single neutral H by Allouche et al. [61] give
barriers below 0.9 eV which is inconsistent with the
experimental data of Fowler et al. [62] who reported
a diffusion barrier of 2.0 eV. This inconsistency has
been overcome by calculation of the migration barriers
of a H2 molecule [30] which is calculated to be 1.81
eV in the c direction. This value quantitatively agrees
with the experimental data. Thus, we calculate the
mobility activation of H2 molecule by following the
mean square displacement 〈R2〉 during 10 ns molecular
dynamics simulations. Then, the diffusion coefficient
D of the H2 is calculated using the atomistic definition
〈R2〉 = 6Dt. An Arrhenius fit is made to the diffusion
coefficient data to obtain the diffusion coefficient as
D(T ) = D0 exp(−ED

kT ). The simulations are done
with a BeO cell containing 1024 atoms which is first
relaxed at the desired temperatures for 50 ps. Due
to the high energy barrier, the temperature range is
1250-2500K. The diffusion energy and diffusion pre-
exponential factors are ED = 1.19 ± 0.06 eV and
D0 = (7.7 ± 2.9) × 10−7 m2s−1. The migration
energy obtained with the ABOP is lower than the ones
calculated by DFT. However, it remains high enough
so that the H2 molecule can be considered immobile in
the temperature/time range considered in this study
(below 1000 K/10 ns). At these temperature and time
ranges, one could have

√
〈R2〉 ≈ 2 Å with the ABOP

and
√
〈R2〉 ≈ 0.08 Å with the DFT. These distances

stays below the lattice constant which implies that the
H2 will not move at the considered time/temperature
ranges whether taking the ABOP or the DFT diffusion
coefficient.
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